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Abstract
This paper demonstrates the application of a numerical continuation method to dynamic
piecewise aeroelastic systems. The aeroelastic system is initially converted into a state
space form, and then into a set of equations which solve the system as the motion moves
between different linear zones in a freeplay motion. Once an initial condition is found that
satisfies these sets of equations a continuation method is used to find all other possible
solutions of the same period for a variation in any parameter. This process can then be
repeated for different order systems allowing the limit cycle behaviour of the whole system
to be built up. The solutions found using this method have been shown to be the same as
those found using a more traditional Runge-Kutta type approach with a considerable time
saving and added flexibility through multiple parameter variation.
1 Introduction
Recent activities in fixed wing aeroelasticity have concentrated on the identification of limit
cycle oscillations (LCOs) in nonlinear systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Much of this work has
concentrated on improved aerodynamics especially in the transonic regime. Various approaches
have been taken to reduce the often complex computational aerodynamics [8, 9]. However, the
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focus of the work in this paper is to study the structurally nonlinear aspects of the aeroelastic
problem.
The main structural nonlinearities that occur are cubic stiffening and freeplay (or backlash)
which are illustrated in figures 1 and 2 respectively [1, 2]. Cubic stiffening occurs in all degrees
of freedom and is usually due to large amplitude oscillations and therefore is only significant
during high acceleration manoeuvres or extreme dynamic responses. Freeplay nonlinearities,
which shall be studied in this paper, occur in the actuated degrees of freedom, i.e. in the control
surfaces or components with loose joints. The amount of freeplay within the system is usually
small in the region of 0.2 degrees [2]. However, this small amount of freeplay is highly prob-
lematic as any amount can cause limit cycle oscillations of the whole structure. Although the
structural motion is usually relatively small, the effects of fatigue on the structure are of con-
cern. The next generation of combat aircraft is also intended to push the flight envelope further,
resulting in performance requirements closer to the flutter boundary. It is in this region of the
flight envelope where the LCO amplitudes due to freeplay become of significant concern.
The conventional method for studying limit cycles is to perform numerous simulations using
Runge-Kutta type time integration. The accuracy of these runs, for freeplay, depends on the
precise capture of the switching times between the zones. Capture of these switching times
often requires a computationally expensive iteration, the expense can be significantly reduced
however, using a single back step via He´non’s method [3]. Other methods of solving for struc-
tural nonlinearities are currently being researched by it Sedaghat et al. [4]. The method uses
the simplified integro-differential method of Fung [10] and finds solutions using the Normal
Form Theory. Much work in this area has also been performed by Alighanbari and Price [5]
who utilised the AUTO continuation software to solve for a rational curve approximation to
the freeplay nonlinearity. With the exception of the Runge-Kutta methodology all the systems
discussed are restricted to continuous nonlinearities and, to analyse piecewise linear systems,
require a curve approximation. The inability to capture the switching points accurately results
in round off errors which may lead to numerical instability of the whole system [6] which leads,
in turn, to incorrect solutions to the problem.
This paper presents a method of accurately identifying and classifying limit cycles in a two-
dimensional, three degree-of-freedom aeroelastic system by partitioning the equations of mo-
tion into their three distinct linear regions. The further manipulation of the system of equations
into state space form results in a set of equations which is then used in a continuation method to
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track a period-n oscillation throughout the flight envelope. The study also stresses the usefulness
of the adopted approach as a design tool where any parameter may be varied and its consequen-
tial effects on the existence of the LCOs analysed. Boundary capturing similar to that described
here has also recently been presented by Wong et al. [11] using a Point Transformation (PT)
method and an alternative form of aerodynamic model.
The aerodynamic model used in this particular study assumes, low speed, two-dimensional flow
[12] to demonstrate the effectiveness of numerical continuation in aeroelastic simulation. The
technique can be applied to any aerodynamic model that can be represented in state space form.
Furthermore, the method is equally valid for any form of piecewise linear equations in state
space form including systems with offsets, impacts or relayed control switches.
2 Theory
2.1 General Problem Description
The methodology developed uses the simple fact that a piecewise linear system is constructed
from of a set of linear systems. Hence state space can be divided into discretezones where
different linear systems apply. The zones are separated by jump conditions that piece together
the different dynamics. If the time and state variables are known as the motion enters each zone
it is possible to analytically calculate the resultant motion up to the point that the state reaches
the boundary with another zone.
Let us now describe how the state space model derived by Edwards et al. [12] can be used to
define a new nonlinear system which is linear in each zone. The state variables used are heave,
pitch, control-surface rotation (   	
 ), their derivatives with respect to time and two
augmented aerodynamic states that shall be called,  and  . The augmented aerodynamic
states are required for Jones’ representation of the generalised Theodorsen function through the
approximation of Wagner’s indicial loading function. For this particular case, a backlash (or
freeplay) nonlinearity as shown in figure 2 in flap rotation for the system shown in figure 3 is
assumed.
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The general equations of motion for such a system are,
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 are a combination of aerodynamic and structural matrices.
If the system then includes a backlash nonlinearity in the flap rotation, the equations become of
the form,
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Where the vector 6 accounts for the outer zones not going through the origin of the graph (zones
(1) and (3) in figure 2). G2  is the matrix in equation (2) with the differences between the zones
due to the structural stiffness component in the  degree-of-freedom being zero in the freeplay
region (represented by 2   ). This form of the equation makes it possible to calculate the time
and state of the system as it switches between the zones.
2.2 Boundary Identification
Given the general linear state space equation,
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the generalised solution is given as,
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where 1 (0) is the set of initial conditions as the motion enters the linear area.
To solve the system, the time at which   >

must be found as these represent the boundaries
between zones. Solving equation (6) for t, the vector transpose  is of the form,
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and isolates the  degree of freedom. This results in,
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The evaluation of   	

 
, the exponential of a matrix [13], is given by,
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where   , ﬀ and ﬁ   respectively represent the eigenvectors of G2  , the vector of eigenvalues
of 2  and the diagonal matrix where entries are exponentials of the eigenvalues.
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Rearranging equation (8), we are left with a solution of the form,
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where

is the only unknown. Here
ﬃ
)
are the eigenvalues of 2 and
+
)
are formed from a
combination of 2        ﬃ  and 6 . Note that equation (12) is nonlinear in  and, in general,
no unique solution exists. To solve such a problem one must typically resort to some form of
numerical root-finding routine. The problem was simulated in Matlab, therefore it was obvious
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that the internal solvers fsolve, fzero and fmincon [14, 15] should be used. fsolve and fzero are
subroutines that find a zero of a function using a least squares algorithm and a bisection method
respectively [14, 15]. fmincon finds the minimum of a function within a specified range using
the subspace trust region method based on the interior-reflective Newton method [15]. With
these programs it becomes possible to solve an equation, such as (8), for the unknown variable
t. However, The methodology outlined above is quite time consuming due to the ineffectiveness
of the methods used in the functions.
2.3 Numerical Continuation Method
A continuation method such as that used in the software AUTO [16] can be used jointly with the
boundary identification method outlined above. The main purpose of this package is to solve,
for systems without discrete nonlinearities, an equation of the form,
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i.e. where 
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are real functions. For most calculations it solves for steady-state solutions,
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defining a period-n limit cycle oscillation. The algebraic solution sequence solves for,
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which is of the form described in equation (12). From section 2.2 the equations that define a
period one limit cycle can be defined as,
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For a period-n system the number of equations to solve becomes   . Additionally, extra
equations have to be set up to identify the maxima of the heave, pitch and flap rotations in order
to get a measure of the limit cycle amplitude i.e. an equation that isolates when the derivatives
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of each degree of freedom are zero. Including this maxima identification increases the number
of equations from 12 to 15, for this case.
To use the continuation method, an initial set of solutions has to be found using either a Runge-
Kutta or linear methodology. From this point the continuation method can be used to vary any
parameter within the system, known as the continuation parameter, to identify limit cycles up
to the flutter boundary. A limitation at this time is that the algebraic continuation method does
not allow an assessment of the stability to be made within the program unlike the continuation
method for limit cycles of smooth systems of the form (13), as there is no explicit Jacobian
matrix.
3 Results
The results in figures 4 and 5 show a comparison between a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme
and the boundary identification method outlined in section 2.2. These results were generated
using the Matlab functions fsolve, fzero and fmincon. Figure 5 clearly shows the backlash
distance by the vertical separation of the linear results (marked with an asterisk). In this figure,
error between the two methodologies can also be seen with the boundary identification method
skipping some of the zone borders. Figure 5 also shows a point that is not in line, this is because
the fmincon function found a maxima or minima within a linear zone, this does not, however,
affect the results. In section 2.2 it states that the errors encountered are due to the methodologies
requiring ranges to be set up carefully so that the next interface point is not skipped or a point
at zero or negative time is not found instead. The time taken to generate both sets of results was
found to be comparable but the extra time required to set up the boundary identification was far
greater and, therefore, impractical.
Using the boundary identification results as a starting point, the continuation software was then
used to vary parameters within the system. Figure 6 shows an initial test to assess the validity
of the numerical continuation method. The results in the figure are all shown to tend to infinity
as the velocity approaches the linear flutter speed (

E

 

ﬃ
 ), as calculated by eigenvector
analysis for the system without backlash. This result confirms the conclusions of other authors
[5, 7] that state that the amount of backlash does not alter the flutter velocity. The figure also
confirms that the amplitude of the LCOs varies linearly with the range of freeplay [17].
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The possibility of using numerical continuation as a design tool is shown in figure 7. This
figure shows the LCO amplitude and flutter velocity vary when the ratio between heave and
pitch stiffness is varied. Using fraction of stiffness as a continuation parameter, the variation
of LCO heave amplitude is plotted. On the damping axis, zero represents no damping and one
represents the damping model used in [7]. Figure 8 shows how it is possible to use multiple
parameter variation. The figure shows how the LCO amplitude varies with both velocity and
damping by using multiple cross-sections as shown in figure 9. The results from these figures
show how low or incorrect damping can affect the resultant motion greatly and how at certain
damping levels multiple limit cycles can occur depending on the system’s initial conditions. Us-
ing figure 9 at  
E

 

ﬃ
 it can be seen that above 30% damping only one limit cycle is observed
whereas below this level, in general, three different LCOs are possible. Figure 10 shows that,
with 50% damping, different initial conditions lead to the results converging to one limit cycle,
whereas figure 11 shows different initial conditions lead to different limit cycles. In this partic-
ular case the maximum amplitudes of both oscillations are the same, as the dotted curve reaches
an amplitude of 0.065 semi-chords on the negative side (see figure 12). Below the pitchfork
bifurcation, at 23.5% damping, the LCOs represented by the centreline are unstable, therefore
any small perturbation away from these limit cycles will result in the system converging on one
of the other two possible oscillations. Figure 13 shows a detail of the folds that occur between
20% and 30% damping including stable and unstable branches.
Typical times for the numerical continuation runs are 9.5 minutes to generate 500 points on a
Compaq ALPHA Server ES40 with 500MHz EV6 chips. This would typically represent 5 runs
similar to that shown in figure 9.
4 Conclusion
A linear based system for identifying limit cycle oscillations in a discrete nonlinear system has
been derived from a state-space model of the system. The resulting generalised solutions can
be used to predict the motion of the aerofoil, including accurate capture of boundary switching
points. The linear system was shown to be both robust and accurate over a range of velocities.
Furthermore, the methodology proved to be computationally efficient although the inclusion
of other techniques is necessary for generating starting points from which the continuation
method can begin. The system has proved to be more useful than initially expected since any of
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the system parameters can be changed and their effects on the resultant limit cycles examined
thereby creating a useful design tool.
The limitations on the approach are that starting points must be found and, therefore, some
griding of the domain must be performed in order to capture all the limit cycles. Furthermore,
capturing all possible modes can become laborious as for every higher order mode, four further
equations are added. It is suggested, however, that the effects of the higher order modes are
less significant as damping is usually sufficient to attenuate the higher order motions in the
transitionary stage. This is further confirmed in that high order modes were found not to occur
in the system suggested by Conner et al. [7] which included damping from experimental work
performed by the authors.
Continuation of this research will include the study of higher order modes, stability analysis of
the LCOs and combining the technique with a state space representation of a transonic Euler
computational aerodynamics code. This will also allow estimations of the amplitude of limit
cycles throughout the flight envelope.
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Appendix A: Nomenclature
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Figure 2: Freeplay Nonlinearity
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Figure 3: A 3 degree-of-freedom aeroelastic system
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Figure 4: Pitch and Heave Motion with Time
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Figure 6: Effect of Backlash on limit cycle amplitude
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Figure 7: Effect of stiffness ratios on limit cycle amplitude
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Figure 9: Variation of Heave LCO amplitude at 18.4 m/s whilst varying damping
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Figure 10: Runge-Kutta Results with 50% damping, detail of peak LCO amplitude
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Figure 11: Runge-Kutta Results with 20% damping, detail of peak LCO amplitude
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Figure 12: Full Runge-Kutta Results with 20% damping
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Figure 13: Magnification of figure 9 showing limit cycle stability and folds
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